
Category: Tactical: Attacking principles
Skill: U9

Pro-Club: Peterborough United Academy FC
Michael Fox, Peterborough, United Kingdom

Cycle 4 - Session 7

Boys put into pairs, warm up game to improve first touch, Boys
must take 2 touches 1 to control 2nd to pass, their pass must
go into partners box opposite. You get a point when your partner
makes a mistake from either a bad pass or miss control.
First to 10 points wins.

Ball Control - Warm up game (15 mins)

Organisation -
Play starts with one player moving inside the coned square they
must recieve the ball and take 2 touches to shoot. 1 to control and
1 to shoot. If they hit the target they change side if they miss they
swap with the player that passed them the ball. if their 2 touches
are not inside the area they swap with the passer. As soon as the
square is empty the next pass is made.
Focus on good 1st touch - with a fun element of a shot at the end
of it!
Learning Objectives Individual -
Coaching Styles Used -
Technical -
Tactical -
Physical -
Social -
Psychological -

Shooting Game (20 mins)

Organization:
-Area of approx. 25x20.
-16 cones, 5-6 bibs, 1 big net, 2 mini-nets.
-Divide players into 2 team, with 1 goalkeeper in the big net.
-Play always starts from the goalkeeper passing out to either
attacker.
-The closest defender reacts and moves out to create a 2v1
situation.
-2 attackers try to combine to score on goalkeeper (offside
optional), if defender steals ball can try to break and score in either
mini-net.
-Rotate teams frequently.
Progressions/Variations:
-Goalkeeper plays from hands or feet.
-Attackers must perform an overlap once receiving the ball.
-2nd defender can join the game after 10 seconds.
-Play 2v2 game.
Coaching Points:
-Decision-making - when to pass/fake pass/dribbling.
-Movement off the ball to support attacking team mate.
-Speed of attack to goal - before defending team can recover.
-Accurate finishing.

2v1/2v2 (25 mins)



Organisation - 7v7 Game - Use the whole astro.
Boys to focus on getting the magic man onto the ball.
Break lines when can.
Play in the pockets of space between the lines.
Discipline in positions.

7v7 (30 mins)
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